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ABSTRACT
Lighting systems and air-conditioning systems are two of the largest energy consum-
ing end-uses in buildings. Lighting control in smart buildings and homes can be
automated by having computer controlled lights and window blinds along with il-
lumination sensors that are distributed in the building, while temperature control
can be automated by having computer controlled air-conditioning systems. However,
programming actuators in a large-scale environment for buildings and homes can be
time consuming and expensive. This dissertation presents an approach that algorith-
mically sets up the control system that can automate any building without requiring
custom programming. This is achieved by imbibing the system self calibrating and
self learning abilities.
For lighting control, the dissertation describes how the problem is non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard(NP-Hard) but can be resolved by heuristics. The resulting sys-
tem controls blinds to ensure uniform lighting and also adds articial illumination to
ensure light coverage remains adequate at all times of the day, while adjusting for
weather and seasons. In the absence of daylight, the system resorts to articial light-
ing.
For temperature control, the dissertation describes how the temperature control
problem is modeled using convex quadratic programming. The impact of every air
conditioner on each sensor at a particular time is learnt using a linear regression model.
The resulting system controls air-conditioning equipments to ensure the maintenance
of user comfort and low cost of energy consumptions. The system can be deployed
in large scale environments. It can accept multiple target setpoints at a time, which
improves the exibility and eciency of cooling systems requiring temperature con-
trol.
The methods proposed work as generic control algorithms and are not prepro-
i
grammed for a particular place or building. The feasibility, adaptivity and scalability
features of the system have been validated through various actual and simulated
experiments.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Currently there are about 5.6 million commercial buildings and 123 million homes in
the US with a growth rate of about 1% each year [2] [5]. Buildings consume 40% of
our primary energy and 70% of the electricity generated. Studies have indicated that
10-30% of energy use can be reduced by cost eective equipment, while this savings
range can double if innovative multidisciplinary methods are used. The terms \Smart
Home" and \Smart Buildings" are used when the concept of home/building automa-
tion is realized, which may include centralized control of lighting, air-conditioning,
and other systems [53]. One of the systems specically designed for smart building is
the Energy Management and Control System(EMCS), which is a programmed control
system to maintain comfort levels, while monitoring a measuring energy use. It can
control the heating/cooling, airow, lights, blinds and so on using inputs from sensors
(e.g. thermostats) along with other static input such as time of day and utility rate
uctuations.
According to [13], Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) technologies are frequently
implemented into EMCS design. It consists of distributed portable wireless sensors
to monitor physical conditions, such as light, temperature, humidity, etc. By using
WSN, people can easily detect the change of surrounding environments and make the
corresponding adjustments for energy control.
1.1 Motivation of the Research
Articial lighting is commonly used in homes and buildings, but it is not well
controlled and managed. Numerous lamps and lights are left on in oce areas even
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during unoccupied hours, which causes a waste of energy and a decrease in life of
the lights. One of the ways to reduce energy cost and save energy resources is to
use daylight control systems that generates substantial energy savings compared to
pure articial lighting system. But compared to articial lighting, natural sunlight
is not uniform or consistent. Sunlight's impact on a same place changes over time
due to the movement of the sun, or shadows from passing clouds, etc. When sunlight
intensity can not provide enough illuminance to a place, articial lighting is needed
to compensate for the lighting level. Therefore, a complete lighting control system
should contain both daylighting control and articial lighting control modules.
Lighting has a very important eect on people's health. Recent studies show
that poor lighting will not only directly causes numerous health problems such as
eyestrain, migraine, headaches and lethargy, etc.[10], but also indirectly contributes
to some potential issues. For example, poor lighting environment may cause people
to lose concentration on their tasks [10]. Besides, under an uncomfortable lighting
environment, people may not be able to keep the correct working gestures, which may
result in musculo-skeletal strain problem [11]. According to [10], there are 3 potential
lighting hazards to people. They are insucient light on the task, uneven lighting and
luminaries being too bright. Therefore, lighting needs to be eectively and adaptively
controlled to reduce potential hazards and increase user comfort levels.
An air-conditioning system is another large contributor to energy use in a home
and building[13]. It also produces a lot of carbon emissions that causes huge air
pollution. According to [3], about 10 to 30 percent(or more) of electricity can be
saved by eciently using the heating and cooling equipments. For example, turn-
ing o unnecessary air conditioners(ACs) during o-hours or turning on less ACs
without sacricing user satisfaction during work hours. One of the ways to reduce
air-conditioning system energy consumptions is using programmable thermostats. It
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can statically set several target temperature points for dierent times of a day. To
some extent, it is good for reducing energy costs. However, it is not very eective
and convenient to use. First, static congurations would not cover all scenarios of
users' behaviors. Second, programmable thermostats need to be manually set up
by users and it is dicult for them to use. Therefore, an automatic and intelli-
gent air-conditioning control system should be designed to adjust temperature levels
eectively and eciently.
Today, in large commercial buildings, the mechanical and electrical functions that
support human comfort and productivity, from temperature and ventilation to utiliza-
tion of natural light, all require control systems that are time-consuming to develop,
manually congure and deploy(since they are building-specic), and are not auto-
matically accommodative to changes in building operations or occupant preferences
and activity. Current EMCSs demand expensive customization and periodic updates
performed by trained personnel. Current technology imposes these limitations be-
cause it uses customized control algorithms that rely on extensive pre-programming
involving detailed custom models and/or lengthy set-up.
1.2 Components of the Research
Our research mainly consists of four parts: articial lighting control, daylight
harvesting, air-conditioning control and some other extensions of the system such as
localization.
Integrating daylight and articial lighting in automated system can be challenging.
Natural lighting is not stable, even at a xed location; sunlight's impact varies during
time of a day, weather changes, seasons and so on. Our system harvests daylight to
the fullest extent and then lls in the deciencies using articial lights, with attention
to provision of even lighting and avoiding light that is too bright (or has glare).
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A complete lighting control system contains two interacting modules: daylight
control module and articial lighting control module. The aims of these two modules
are dierent. Daylight control module is mainly used for reducing energy costs while
articial lighting control module is good for providing a more comfortable working en-
vironment. Automating and balancing the lighting control system such that uniform
and stable lighting is maintained at occupied locations while energy consumptions
are kept as low as possible turns out to be a hard problem.
Saving energy and satisfying user comforts are two main aims for air-conditioning
control systems design. For saving energy, amount of total energy costs should be
minimized during the control. For maintaining user comforts, inside room tempera-
ture(sensed by temperature motes) should be uniform and stay in a satised range.
Localization is a very important extension of our system. It adds a lot of de-
sirable functionalities into the system such as manually overwrite, energy manage-
ment, and lower level illumination or temperature. Through localization, physical
address(known by users) can be mapped into virtual address(known by systems) so
that the control system can make corresponding actions based on user requests.
1.3 Achievements of the Research
We build control systems for large-scale buildings and homes. Two important
aspects need to be evaluated at all the times. One is eectiveness to check if our ap-
proach works for dierent environments at dierent times. The other one is eciency
to ensure our proposed algorithm runs in low time complexity so that control systems
can react quickly and generate desired settings in reasonable time.
For the lighting control module, a complete core system that contains both day-
light harvesting module and articial lighting control module has been developed [49].
The feasibility and eectiveness in both experimental and simulated scenarios have
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been tested. The underlying system can be deployed in buildings and homes without
excessive costs. The lighting control problem is built using non-linear integer pro-
gramming model, which is NP-hard. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the
problem to compute approximate optimal solutions [48].
For the air-conditioning control module, we have built a complete core system
that can pre-cool the room before occupant return and maintain the comfort levels
with a relative lower energy cost. It clearly shows how the control problem can be
written in convex quadratic programming form, which is guaranteed to get global
minimum values. Impact factors of AC on sensors are learnt using a linear regression
model. Results have been validated in both experimental and simulated scenarios,
which shows the feasibility and eectiveness of our system.
We also propose two dierent options for solving localization problem and discuss
their pros and cons in dierent scenarios respectively. Some other possible exten-
sions of the system such as sensor placement, fault detection and management and
distributed control are also investigated and discussed in this dissertation.
1.4 Outline
My research interest mainly involve smart buildings and homes design and imple-
mentation, optimization and control systems, WSN and cyber-physical system appli-
cations. The outline of this dissertation is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 discusses
the related work in applied research areas. Research goal and main approaches are
introduced in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces articial lighting control approach.
Chapter 5 describes daylight harvesting strategies. Lighting control system design
and architecture are described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 introduces air-conditioning
control approaches. Chapter 8 discusses potential extensions of the system. Finally,
Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation and discusses some future work.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
The area of cyber-physical systems(CPS) has been identied by the US National
Science Foundation as a key research area [54]. It is a system connecting the physical
world with computational elements that enables a smart and connected world. It
integrates sensing, computation, control and networking into physical objects and
infrastructure, connecting them to the Internet and to each other [1]. It has been
applied in a number of areas such as transportation, health care, environment, energy,
manufacturing, entertainment etc., which has led to a new technology revolution.
Sensing technologies have been widely used in CPS. It is the way of collecting and
analyzing the surrounding environment(physical data). This dissertation focuses on
smart buildings and homes design. We use Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) to col-
lect data such as temperature or illumination level. Recently WSN technologies have
been applied into several areas such as [31] [28]. It consists of distributed portable
wireless sensors such as Crossbow's TelosB motes [8] to monitor physical conditions,
such as light, temperature, humidity, etc. The sensor network can be built of nodes
from a few to several hundreds in a scalable manner, where each node is connected
to one (or more) sensors. By using WSN, surrounding environmental data can be
easily collected for further processing. In lighting control area, several existing work
[43][39][38] also applied WSN technologies into lighting control system for energy
conservation purposes. The advantages of using wireless sensors in buildings include
self-congured mesh networks, low-power usage and low maintenance needs. Accord-
ing to the research in [17], a network wireless sensors has the potential to cut energy
costs dramatically. [16] demonstrated wireless sensor technology by equipping an of-
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ce building with 30 wireless temperature sensors and a rooftop AC unit. The results
show a power savings of 5% compared to a wired solution.
A sensornet today has a commonly accepted structure of being a cloud of sensor
nodes hanging o of a gateway using ZigBee [47] or OSIAN [6] based on IEEE 802.15.4
MAC/PHY standard, In our application we have used motes running the TinyOS
operating system [12], and the Collection Tree Protocol(CTP)[22] for data gathering.
[42] proposes an approach to integrate small wireless sensor or actuator nodes into
an IP-based network so that it is possible to provide web services at each node.
Daylight harvesting is to make use of natural sunlight for providing illuminance[18].
It is used in some lighting control systems such as [33], [43], etc. for better saving
energy resources. The idea behind it is to make use of the sunlight if applicable when
light level is not sucient [33]. [43] sets varying utility functions for dierent users
based on their requirements of lux level intensities. Studies show that up to 60% of
lighting energy savings can be achieved using daylighting controls [21]. [23] developed
an integrated self-adaptive controller for heating, shading and lighting and tested it
in an occupied oce.
The above method can adapt to environmental changes but it usually needs a
long adjustment cycle until the blind settings are nally set up, which results in users
not liking this approach due to frequent blind movements or hunting. [30] proposed
a technique called SunCast that can better predict sunlight values by using historical
data and approximate simulation results. The drawback of this system is that for
every time ambient environment or building patterns change, the system needs to
collect historical data and rebuild the mathematical model, leading to delays of many
months.
Some customized lighting control systems are designed for some specic areas.
For example, [39] was mainly designed for entertainment and media production area
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while [20] was mainly designed for theater arts area. These systems generally have
some specic requirements that normal lighting control systems do not have. For
example, in theater arts area, it needs to capture the positions of actors in real
time. Therefore, the objective functions for the lighting control in specic places
need to be adjusted accordingly and some particular sensors need to be enrolled in
the architecture of those systems' designs. Some investigations on energy savings are
involved with occupancy sensors, such as [29] [19]. Occupancy sensors can help people
collect knowledge for occupancy information and accurately predict usage patterns of
users, which may increase the eciency and eectiveness of control systems. When
more than one lighting resources is involved, such as whole lighting and local lighting,
[38] [55] proposed an approach that every user carries a sensor to detect the local
intensity. [25] introduced an user-friendly interface for a networked lighting control
system.
[41] presented a mathematical model for lighting control system that could be
applied to the case when a luminary impact is continuous such as light emitting
diodes(LEDs) luminaries [46] and the target light illumination is specied as a single
value rather than a particular range. [36] used infrared ray communication technology
for smart illuminance sensor to retrieve the lighting ID binding with each lighting
xture. Through analyzing lighting ID information, sensors can recognize nearby
luminaries so that the control eciency is improved.
A heating, ventilation and air-conditioning(HVAC) system includes continuous
and discrete control components that interact through sensors and actuators. Con-
trolling the amount of the energy owing into the building is a crucial part of the
optimal performance of HVAC systems. The dynamic modeling of HVAC systems is
essential in order to accurately predict and control indoor conditions [44]. Sensing
technologies are applied in [29] to automatically sense occupancy and sleep patterns in
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a home. [19] deployed a wireless camera sensor network for collecting occupancy data
in a big multi-function building. It built a mathematical model based on the data
and used it to predict electricity usage and control the HVAC systems adaptively.
Thermostat technologies have been widely used in HVAC systems for automati-
cally controlling HVAC equipments in buildings and homes. The basic logic behind is
that HVAC equipment is turned on when its controlled area is occupied and turned
o when occupants leave the area. The thermostats are preprogrammed and tem-
perature setpoints are predened according to the local environments such as static
occupancy patterns. It relies too much on static information, therefore it is hard to
adapt to environmental changes. An alternative method called reactive thermostat is
proposed for tackling the problem. It uses various sensors such as motion sensors or
door sensors to detect user activities in real time so that the control system can adjust
system settings when pattern changes. However, some studies found that this method
didn't improve the eciency as much as was expected since there usually exists a long
delay in system reaction due to the hardware limitations; there are instances when
they save even less energy than the programmable thermostat approach.
[29] proposed an approach called smart thermostat that can automatically turn
on/o air conditioning systems by sensing occupancy and sleep patterns in real time.
It can also generate an energy ecient plan for the preheating stage by looking at
system congurations and analyzing historical occupancy patterns. This approach
dynamically controls HVAC systems based on occupancy status in a place, which can
eectively adapt to environmental changes. One limitation of this work is that it
relies on a lot of information from the equipment itself and this study only evaluates
a single type. The scalability and adaptivity part of the system need to be improved.
Nest Learning Thermostat [4] is a popular user-centric tool for HVAC system con-
trol, which is very easy to use compared to the traditional programmable thermostat.
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It automatically learns a user's preferences and behavior patterns based on some pre-
collected data from the user. The drawback of this approach is that it relies too
much on information provided by the user. If users randomly provide some incorrect
data to the thermostat or they disable it for a particular time, the eectiveness of
the thermostat may decrease. Another drawback of this approach is that it is usually
set up in a single AC environment such as residential homes where only one target
temperature value at a time is accepted. When two people within the same space
have conicts on target temperature values or the thermostat is set up in a large
scale environment where multiple ACs exist, the thermostat can not give eective
solutions.
A fuzzy inference system for adaptively doing heating control is proposed in [23].
The main idea is that it takes power prole of the previous day, adjusts the prole
based on current conditions and then applies the latest prole to the current day. It
uses Articial Neural Network model to predict the future comfort levels and a fuzzy
rule is designed for the setting adjustment step. The drawback of the system is that
it mainly focuses on maintaining user comfort during the control period. The energy
saving aspect is only considered when a place is not occupied. The fuzzy rule should
be improved so that some ne-grained settings can be provided instead of using the
words \large", \medium" or \small".
We propose our approach for tackling the above problems. It can be deployed in
a large scale environment without any static or customized congurations. If needed,
users can set their own preferences on temperature setpoints in a workplace. The
system can eciently and eectively control air-conditioning equipments even when
there exist multiple target values on sensors. It provides ne-grained pre-cooling
plans based on occupancy schedules. When environment changes, the system can
automatically update calibration data and adjust the settings accordingly.
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Chapter 3
RESEARCH GOAL AND APPROACH
Our goal is to research and develop a new way to deploy and program the con-
trol systems for buildings of any size and vintage. By introducing self-managing
algorithms into the eort, we seek to enhance the capabilities of control systems by
almost completely automating their deployment and operation and by empowering
them to adapt to changes. We begin with the premise that a system should be o-
the-shelf or \generic", not tailored or pre-programmed for a particular building. The
vision of the work is to consistently maintain indoor comfort for its occupants across
diurnal, weather, and seasonal changes and across shifting occupant schedules and
preferences through automatic building control operations with signicant improve-
ments in energy eciency.
Lighting systems and air-conditioning systems are two of largest energy consuming
end-uses in buildings. For lighting control, a stable and uniform lighting environment
for workplaces should be kept for maintaining an indoor lighting comfort level. For
better saving energy, daylight(if applicable) will be considered rst to provide illumi-
nance when lighting level is not sucient. Articial lights will be used to compensate
and even the lighting when necessary. When the illumination level exceeds the maxi-
mum level, articial lights(if applicable) will be turned o rst to drop down the lux
level. Blinds will be adjusted when all lights are o while the workplace is still too
bright. During the night or if sunlight is not applicable, we will only use articial
lights to adjust the lighting level.
The conceptual approach to lighting control involves calibration, zoning/partitioning,
and optimal setting computation. Calibration is used for calculating the impact of
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every single light or blind setting to every sensor's reading. The data will be used for
zoning/partitioning and predicting nal system settings. Zoning/partioning is used
to decrease the computational size in a big workplace. Optimal setting computa-
tion describes how light and blind settings are computed based on calibration data.
Heuristic algorithms running in polynomial time will be designed for computing the
solutions for dierent objective functions, which will be the core parts of the system.
For air-conditioning control, the temperature level in a workplace should be kept
in a stable range. Additionally, electrical energy savings should be considered during
the control system design. We assume air-conditioning system is running indepen-
dently of lighting control system. Compared to lighting, the knowledge about the
unit of temperature like Celsius or Fahrenheit is already a familiar notion to normal
users. Therefore, it is easy to know the desirable temperature levels in a workplace
at dierent time. The conceptual approach is similar to lighting control that in-
cludes calibration, zoning/partitioning and temperature control, but the calibration
and control step will be more complex compared to lighting control since generally
cooling/heating loads are unsteady state heat ows subject to non-linear damping
and time lagged responses. These can be linearized when time interval is small. The
training of such a model is much more complex and requires careful system identi-
cation techniques.
Therefore, for the control system, the fundamental and conceptual approach is
described as shown in Figure 3.1. The calibration step is initiated rst to record
impact data. The data is then used for partitioning the whole area into several sub-
spaces. In each sub-space, actuator settings are determined based on the result from
the computation step. All the data generated from each step is stored in the database.
Traditional air-conditioning systems are controlled either by changing the set point
of the supply cold/hot water to the coils and/or by varying the supply air ow to
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual Approach for Control System
the spaces by fan modulation along with terminal box damper control (as is done
in variable air volume systems). Each of the above control actions can be done
sequentially during the calibration step, and the rate of change of interior temperature
or of the energy draw by the cooling/heating system is noted by temperature sensors.
At the second step, sub-spaces whose temperatures are close to the limit of desirable
levels are identied. In this dissertation, we assume air-conditioning systems are
controlled by on/o switches. An AC will keep running until it is turned o.
The architecture we propose will be developed for lighting systems (coupled with
window blind control) and for air-conditioning systems. For the former, it is based
on a close integration of sensors(light meters), actuators(such as light switches for
articial lights control or blinds for daylight harvesting), and a control module that
translates sensor inputs to actuator settings. The sensors are wireless, and the ac-
tuators(electrical relays) are connected to USB hubs, making the system low-cost to
deploy and augment. Our innovation is the control program that endows the control
system with adaptive and eective algorithms. For example, instead of being pre-
programmed with sensors' or actuators' locations or even with the geometry of the
building, the system calibrates itself by automatically discovering the relationships
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between the actuators' settings and the sensors' readings by taking measurements
of the sensors at various actuator settings. The impact of our research brings un-
precedented adaptability to control systems in large commercial buildings, hotels,
multi-family dwellings, and even single-family homes.
Since the approach should work in the present with no regard to choices made in
the past or customizations for the particular building, therefore, we enroll the concept
of learning method into our system, that is a set of heuristics that add renement to
the above by using history, hints, and situation awareness. For the learning approach,
we add window sensors to nd incoming outdoor daylight from each window. These
sensors are labeled as a dierent sensor type and are not used in calibration or adaptive
methods. As the adaptive algorithms run over time, the history database is populated
with tuples on values of window sensors and switch settings to which the adaptive
algorithm converges. When the history database is populated, the heuristic uses both
the adaptive method to predict the next setting conguration as well as for looking
for any close matching situation in the history database.
The learning algorithm also features customizations and situational awareness.
Customizations are rules or overrides for a particular building. These consist of
changes to the desired levels of illumination at times when the building is unoccu-
pied. It will also be easy to set values for hallways, emergency pathways, and similar
locations. Manual overrides should be provided using switches that humans can con-
trol. Repeated manual overrides at some quantiable situation (such as at the same
time every day) are recorded in the history database and override automatic settings.
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Chapter 4
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING CONTROL APPROACH
Articial lighting is essential in large buildings and homes. Lighting has very
important eect on people's health and productivity as shown by recent studies [10].
Controlling lighting based on occupancy, daylight eects and energy costs can impact
energy usage.
Automating the lighting control systems such that uniform lighting, under vary-
ing outdoor light levels, is maintained at occupied locations turns out to be a hard
problem. We propose the algorithms that can be used in generic systems that are not
preprogrammed for a particular building. That is the system does not know about
locations and correlations between lights and sensors.
Several existing approaches are available to increase lighting comfort levels. Some
of lighting control systems may be able to provide enough lighting for a workplace,
but people may still feel uncomfortable when illumination level is sucient but not
uniform. According to [10], three problems are insucient light or uneven light
or lights too bright. Controlling lighting levels automatically requires customized
control systems that rely on extensive pre-programming involving detailed custom
models and/or lengthy set-up. When the pattern in a workplace changes, it needs
expensive customization and updates performed by trained personnel, which is costly
and time-consuming. The \sequential lighting changes" approach is sometimes used
in lighting control system [37] for calculating light settings. This method adjusts light
settings based on feedback data, which is able to generate a reasonable result, but
the average computational time is high due to the steps of prediction and adjusting.
It also increases the number of times lights are switched on/o (unnecessarily) due
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to its feedback design [37].
In this chapter, we rst describe the operation of the system while there is no
outside lighting. Operations for the system when outside lighting exists will be de-
tailedly described in Chapter 5. A Wireless Sensor Network(WSN)-based lighting
control system is introduced to eciently and adaptively control articial lights to
provide a stable and uniform lighting environment. The system measures light levels
at preset locations and turns on or o light switches to achieve the goal. The sys-
tem is not pre-programmed and learns about the eects which light switches have on
sensors via the calibration process. The work is formalized using non-linear integer
programming model that proves to be NP-Hard. A heuristic algorithm is proposed
and validated to solve the problem of computing approximate optimal solution. The
approach can be used in dierent places where uniform lighting environment is re-
quired.
4.1 Background and Problem Description
Assume a space which has n light switches and m light-level sensors, placed by a
human designer. The sensors are connected to the control system via a WSN and the
switches are activated via actuators connected to the system. The physical location
of lights, sensors and their correlations are initially unknown to the control system.
The ultimate task is to compute the positions (on/o) of n light switches. Let
x = hx1; :::; xni denote the assignment for light switches where xi 2 f0; 1g and 0
denotes o and 1 denotes on. The goal is to optimize the comfort level(C(x)) and
energy consumption(E(x)) by nding an appropriate x. Knowing how to compute E
and C given x and given some natural(and, here only partial) constraints on lights
as registered at the sensors Lj(x), the problem can be stated as:
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optimize
x
hE(x); C(x)i
subject to min  Lj(x)  max; j = 1; :::;m
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
(4.1)
E(x) can be measured by the number of articial lights which are on. For C(x),
there are two criteria needed to satisfy, lighting level and lighting uniformity. The
former is satised when every sensor reading stays in an accepted range i.e. if sensor
j's reading is Lj(x), then min  Lj(x)  max. The latter can be satised by
minimizing the standard deviation(represented by ) of the sensor readings. Hence
the problem can be stated as:
minimize
x
hE(x); (L1(x); :::; Lm(x))i
subject to min  Lj(x)  max; j = 1; :::;m
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
(4.2)
Now we are dealing with a multi-objective optimization problem. One of the
techniques for solving such problems is called -constraint method [35]. By using this
method, the new objective function can be dened as:
minimize
x
h(L1(x); :::; Lm(x))i
subject to min  Lj(x)  max; j = 1; :::;m
E(x)  
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
(4.3)
For lighting impacts, one important feature is that sensor readings are additive
[43], i.e. let Impactij to be the impact of light i on sensor j when only light i is on
and it is dark outside, then we have
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Lj(x) =
nX
i=1
Impactij  xi (4.4)
Note for a specic light i, Impactij( 0;2 Z) is always a constant. Moreover,
assume a light bulb i is ei Watt. We have
E(x) =
nX
i=1
xi  ei (4.5)
[24] and [52] gave a general denition of nonlinear integer programming problem.
It can be stated as:
max/min f(x)
subject to hi(x) = 0; i 2 I = 1; :::; p
gj(x)  0; j 2 J = 1; :::; q
x 2 Zn
(4.6)
where x is a vector of decision variables, and some of the constraints hi; gj : Zn !
R or the objective function f : Zn ! R are non-linear functions. In equation 4.3, let
g1(x) = Lj(x) max; g2(x) = E(x)  ; h1(x; y) = Lj(x) min  y = 0; y  0; y 2 Z.
It can be transformed to:
minimize
x
h(L1(x); :::; Lm(x))i
subject to g1(x)  0
g2(x)  0
h1(x; y) = 0
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
y  0; y 2 Z
(4.7)
Since equation 4.7 satises the format of equation 4.6 where the objective function
is nonlinear, our problem can be viewed as a nonlinear integer programming problem.
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According to [24], it is NP-hard. Therefore, any polynomial time computed solution
would be an approximation. To nd the best setting, a naive approach is to try all
2n positions of n switches, which is unacceptable due to the time needed to perform
this computation. Therefore, we propose a heuristic algorithm for computing an
approximate optimal light setting. The heuristic plan has three main steps. First,
calibration, i.e. calculating Impactij(section 4.2.1). Second, sensors and lights are
partitioned into small sub-spaces based on calibration data(section 4.2.2). Third, an
approximate optimal light setting is generated for each sub-space (section 4.2.3).
4.2 Control Approaches
4.2.1 Calibration
Our system rst determines the lighting levels, lighting locations and sensor cor-
relations via calibration. We note that each light has an impact on a set of sensors.
Calibration is used for calculating Impactij . Suppose there are n lights in an area.
The process of calibration is:
1. Turn o all lights and turn on one light at a time
2. Record the light's impact on each sensor
3. Repeat step 1 n times until all lights are counted
Table 4.1: Calibration: Impact of Lights on Sensors(LUX)
Light on S1 S2 S3 Total
L1 200 100 200 500
L2 180 180 190 550
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The impact data will be inserted into a table as shown in Table 4.1, which gives
a calibration example for 2 lights and 3 sensors. It states that when only L1 is on,
its impact on S1 is 200(Impact11), on S2 is 100(Impact12) and on S3(Impact13) is
200. The total impact on the area is 500. When only L2 is on, its impact on S1 is
180(Impact21), on S2 is 180(Impact22) and on S3 is 190(Impact23). The total impact
on the area is 550.
4.2.2 Zoning/Partitioning
From the calibration data we can partition the whole area into smaller sub-spaces.
The idea of sub-spaces is that some switches have no impact on some sensors as they
are in dierent rooms or oors. We assume that every light and sensor can only belong
to one sub-space and articial lighting is the only lighting resource in the area.
Based on calibration data in an area, the sensors and lights can form a complete
directed bipartite graph G, with sensor vertices and light vertices, with an arc from
each light to each sensor. The weight of an arc is the lux received by the sensor from
the light(calibration data). We present a toy example for the case of 2 sensors A = 2
and 3 lights B = 3 in Table 4.2. The entry in position (j; i) shows the value registered
by sensor sj when only light li is turned on(Impactij). For example, when only l1 is
on, its impact on s1 is 20 lux(Impact11) and on s2 is 680 lux(Impact12).
Table 4.2: A Small Example of the Specication of G
l1 l2 l3
s1 20 230 350
s2 680 10 0
From the table, for each j; j = 1; :::; A, we dene a function fj : f0; 1gB ! R+,
which is a mapping from all lights status(on/o) to a non-negative value registered
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by sensor sj. It is clear that fj(x) = Lj(x). For example, if l1 is on, l2 is o, and l3 is
on, f1(1; 0; 1) = L1(1; 0; 1) = 1  20 + 0  230 + 1  350 = 370. All fjs can be collected
into F : f0; 1gB ! RA+ with for every choice of which lights are on/o gives the value
of lux for all sensors.
The goal is to partition the whole area for reducing the computational size (number
of lights in a sub-space). For each j; j = 1; :::; A, we dene a vector gj of length B to
indicate which lights are assigned to sensor sj. We also set up a threshold , which
is used to decide whether a light is partitioned into a sub-space or not. When only
li is on, if the value of fj is smaller than , then the ith value of the vector gj is 0;
otherwise it is 1. Proceeding with the example of Table 4.2, we show the procedure
of getting g1 and g2. Let's set  = 30. Then when only l1 is on, the value of f1 is 20
which is smaller than . The 1st value of the vector g1 is then taken as 0. The value
of f2 is 680 which is larger than , so 1st value of the vector g2 is 1. Applying this
method, in consequence, we have g1 = (0; 1; 1) and g2 = (1; 0; 0), i.e. lights l2 and l3
are assigned to sensor s1 while light l1 is assigned to s2.
4.2.3 Final Computation
The last step is to compute desired light settings. Note that the computations
in all sub-spaces are independent and can run concurrently. We describe the nal
computation for a sub-space, with lights and sensors belonging to that sub-space
only.
The proposed lighting control algorithm contains 4 parts. Part 1 counts the min-
imum number of lights needed to be turned on. Let m to be the number of sen-
sors, C = fC1; :::; Cng to be the set of lights' contributions to the whole area where
Ci =
mX
j=1
Impactij , lowerbound is equivalent to min m and upperbound is equiva-
lent to maxm. To count the minimum number of lights turned on, simply nd the
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minimum number of elements in the sorted array C such that their sum is greater or
equal than lowerbound. It is obvious that a linear search would be enough to solve
the problem. If sum of all values in C is still smaller than lowerbound, simply turn
on all lights.
Part 2 and Part 3 compute candidates of nal light setting. A candidate c is a set
that only contains light numbers selected to be on, i.e. if i 2 c then xi = 1, otherwise
xi = 0.
From Part 1, it is known that at least w lights need to be turned on to adjust
light intensity to be greater or equal than lowerbound. If each light bulb is e Watt,
in equation 4.3,  should be equal to ew+ e  where  should be in a very small
range to make the energy consumption as close to minimal as possible. The ideal
case is (L1(x); :::; Lm(x)) and E(x) are minimized together although it can not be
guaranteed. Therefore, we will set E(x) to be ew and try to solve the equation 4.3.
We call the solution set base-level candidate that contains w elements and sum of the
w elements contributions to the whole area should be slightly greater or equal than
lowerbound. Later we will discuss how to use the base-level candidate and adjust
E(x) to try to get a better solution.
In conclusion, Part 2 computes the base-level candidates. For each base-level can-
didate setting, it should contain w elements and sum of the w elements' contributions
to the whole area(
X
k2setting
Ck) should be slightly greater or equal than lowerbound.
The proposed approach is based on the fact that lux level light intensity is additive[43]
and utilizes the greedy algorithm. Figure 4.1 is the ow diagram for base-level can-
didates selection. After sorting the impact array, two candidate sets are determined
individually after w iterations. At each iteration, one light is picked up. Detailed
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Part 3 generates more candidates from base-level candidates. Unlike light impacts,
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Algorithm 1 Base-Level Candidates Selection
Input: C; n;w; lowerbound
Output: base-level candidate setting
1: searchvalue lowerbound=w, s1; s2; s ;
2: nd index of the value that is the smallest value larger than searchvalue in C and put
it in s1
3: nd index of the value that is the largest value smaller than searchvalue in C and put
it in s2
4: add s1 and s2 to s
5: for si 2 s do
6: for j = 1! w   1 do
7: searchvalue (lowerbound 
X
k2si
Ck)=(w   j)
8: change s1 to si in line2 and repeat
9: end for
10: add si to setting
11: end for
12: for si 2 s do
13: for j = 1! w   1 do
14: searchvalue (lowerbound 
X
k2si
Ck)=(w   j)
15: if j is odd then
16: change s1 to si in line2 and repeat
17: else
18: change s2 to si in line3 and repeat
19: end if
20: end for
21: add si to setting
22: end for
23: return setting
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Figure 4.1: Flow Diagram for Base-Level Candidates Selection
standard deviation is not additive, thus increasing number of lights(E(x) is larger)
may negatively impact the standard deviation. However, due to time and quality
tradeos, computing more sets will likely result in getting closer to the theoretical
optimality. Adding  lights to compute needs O(n) time. To ensure low response time
a low complexity is desirable, and based on the theoretical analysis and simulation
experiments, we set  = 2. It indicates that we will at most add 2 lights to the
existing candidates.
Suppose each base-level candidate has w elements, there are n lights in total.
Then if each candidate wants to add an unselected light into itself, there would be
n w choices. If there are k base-level candidates, nally there would be k (n w)
new candidates that have w + 1 elements added. Similarly, when another unselected
light is trying to add into the candidates that have w + 1 elements, total amount of
candidates that have w+ 2 elements becomes k (n w) (n w  1). Thus, total
number of candidates would be k + k  (n   w) + k  (n   w)  (n   w   1). Note
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for each candidate c,
X
p2c
Cp  upperbound.
Part 4 calculates the standard deviation of sensor readings generated by each
candidate. According to equation 4.4, for each candidate c, we are able to calculate
its impact on sensor j Lj(c). Then it is easy to know that the standard deviation
of all sensors' readings under c. The candidate that generates the lowest standard
deviation of sensor readings would be selected as the nal light setting.
4.2.4 Time Complexity of Heuristic Lighting Control Algorithm
Suppose there are n lights and m sensors in a sub-space. Calibration has a time
complexity O(n). Zoning/Partitioning has a time complexity O(mn). Final compu-
tation has 4 subparts. Part 1's time complexity is O(n). The worst case for Part 2 is
O(n2). As discussed earlier, the time complexity for Part 3 is n. In our case,  = 2,
which makes Part 3 time complexity to be O(n2). Obviously Part 4's time complexity
is equivalent to Part 3, which is also O(n2). Therefore, for every sub-space, the total
time complexity is O(n2).
When considering the whole area, suppose there are z sub-spaces, and a sub-
space zi(i 2 [1; z]) has ni lights. If total number of lights is N , we have N =
zX
i=1
ni.
Since computations in sub-spaces are running concurrently, the total complexity is
equivalent to O(hmax(n1; :::; nz)i2). It is clear max(n1; :::; nz)  N , so the whole
area's time complexity is O(N2).
4.3 Experimental Work and Simulation Results
4.3.1 Implementation Details
To demonstrate the feasibility and eectiveness of our approach, we used an exper-
imental setup. A 8ft  8ft  8ft test room(see Appendix A) was instrumented with 9
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lights (15W incandescent, 120V ), and 9 sensors connected via a WSN and actuators
to a computer. The computer is an Intel Core2 running Linux. The sensors use Cross-
bow's TelosB motes containing visible light sensors called Hamamatsu S1087. The
sensor network uses the Collection Tree Protocol [22] to send lighting data to a desig-
nated gateway sensor. Applications running on the motes are implemented in NesC
and TinyOS environment. The computer runs a server called SenServer developed in
Java and connects to the gateway sensor via serial port. A ProXR Relay Controller
is connected to Control Server through USB port to control articial lights. Since
the ocial driver of the relay controller is designed for Windows platform, Control
Server is developed in C# that runs in a Windows machine. It is implemented based
on the contents discussed in section 4.2. Eclipse Standard 4.3 and Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 are used for Java and C# developments respectively.
4.3.2 Additivity
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Figure 4.2: Light Impacts on Sensors
We rst test the impact of lights on sensors with dierent heights between them.
According to [51], when the height between a light and a sensor is larger, the lux level
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reading on the sensor should be smaller. A typical 15W; 120V incandescent light bulb
is used for this test. The experiment is run in the test room at night without other
light sources involved. A TelosB mote is put right under the bulb. Height between
the light and the mote is increased from 12 inches to 60 inches. Blue line of Figure
4.2 shows the light's impact on the mote with the changes of the height. The range
is from 9 lux to 70 lux.
Since the proposed lighting control algorithm relies on the fact that light impacts
are additive, it also needs to be veried. To prove this, we put another lamp bulb
with the same specication side by side of the rst one. We run the above experiment
again. The result is marked with red line shown in Figure 4.2. From the graph, it
is shown at any particular height, its corresponding reading on read line is nearly
double of that on blue line, which proves the additive eect of lights' impacts on the
mote.
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Figure 4.3: Light Impacts on Sensors with Dierent Heights
We added more lights into the experiment and rerun the experiment. Setup can
be found in Figure 4.4. The sequence of lights turned on is 4, 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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Results can be found in Figure 4.3. From the graph, we can see that when height
between light and sensor increases, lux level intensity goes down. Layout and pattern
of lights and sensors will aect sensor readings. Lights(same specications) at similar
places will have similar aects on sensor readings. These are some basic features for
the lighting control research.
4.3.3 Feasibility
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Figure 4.4: Experimental Design
The experiment is run at night. Each sensor is placed under each light, at a dis-
tance of 60 inches, and they are numbered 0 to 8. Experimental design and elements
are shown in Figure 4.4. The steps are:
1. Calibrate lights' impacts on sensors using the approach described in section
4.2.1.
2. Set expected lux level range from 49 to 51(Test1).
3. Turn o all lights. Run control server to compute light settings. When selected
lights are turned on, record the reading on each mote.
4. Change the step two's expected lux level range to be 99 to 101(Test2), 149 to
151(Test3) and 199 to 201(Test4) respectively. Rerun step three.
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The results are shown in Figure 4.5. From the gure, we note that for each test,
the computed light setting's impact on every mote slightly uctuates at the middle
point of the expected range. Take test 3 as an example. Lights 0,1,2,3,6,7,8 are
selected to be on. Every mote's reading falls between 149 and 151. Average of mote
readings for test 3 is 149.22, standard deviation is 3.80.
All other tests show the similar trends, which shows the feasibility of our real
system, that is using the results of our computation and then applying it to a real,
calibrated room, it provides the results that we predicted. Prior to this test, we
had already measured the additive property and had some experience with daylight
measurements.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental Results of 9 lights and 9 motes
4.3.4 Adaptivity and Scalability
The test cell experiments are limited, as the number of lights are low, the space
is limited and the geometry is rather simple. To be able to study adaptivity and
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scalability we did simulations on a more complex, synthetic setup, with randomly
generated impact values.
Adaptivity and scalability are two important features of the system. Adaptivity
implies that when room pattern changes such as adding or removing some lights,
changing lights' positions, etc, the system can automatically detect environmental
changes and make corresponding adjustments. In other words, when room pattern
changes, the lighting control algorithm should be able to adjust light settings accord-
ingly in a short time without any modications. Adaptivity is also necessary when
there is additional illumination due to outside lights. Scalability means when number
of lights is large, the lighting control algorithm should still compute the light settings
in a reasonable time. Apparently customized algorithms do not have the adaptivity
feature and custom systems use brute force methods to determine lighting levels; this
is an instance of exponential complexity, which is not scalable.
When pattern changes, the only part that might get impacted in the objective
function(equation 4.3) is Impactij . Therefore, to test if the heuristic algorithm is
adaptive, Impactij should be randomly assigned. In addition, expected lux level for
this experiment is set between 320 and 500 lux to match normal oce lighting range
[51]. The simulation experiment runs as follows:
1. Assume there are 30 lights and 25 sensors in a sub-space. Each light i has
an impact value on sensor j(Impactij). There should be 750(30  25) impact
values.
2. Randomly assign an integer value from 0 to 100(specication of 15W , 120V
light bulb) to be one impact value. Repeat this step 750 times until all impact
values are successfully assigned.
3. Run brute force algorithm(O(2n)), the proposed lighting control algorithm(O(n2)),
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and a revised O(n3) algorithm( = 3) that adds one more light to the candidate
sets of O(n2), respectively. Record computational time, lux level light intensity
and standard deviation for each method.
4. Repeat steps 1-3 1000 times. Take an average of standard deviation, light
intensity and computational time results respectively.
5. Increase light's amount and rerun steps 1-4.
The result is shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6(c) describes time performances
of dierent methods. When number of lights increases, the computational time of
brute force method increases exponentially, while the polynomial time algorithms
on the other hand requires much lower computational time. Therefore, in order to
put all data together, for Figure 4.6(c), we take a common logarithm(log10) on the
real computational time data. From the graph, we can see that our proposed O(n2)
algorithm reaches a similar performance in light intensity and standard deviation
compared to the revised O(n3) algorithm, but the computational time is far less than
the latter one. Compared to the brute force method, the proposed approach oers a
markedly time performance while maintaining a similar light intensity performance
and a reasonable increase on standard deviation.
We also do some other evaluations to verify the system's scalability. For example,
we ran the above algorithms on very large dataset like 1000 number of lights. Results
show that the proposed O(n2) approach can still compute the light setting in a desired
range while other methods are not applicable due to the time performance. With a
size of 1000, the O(n2) algorithm has a time complexity of around 106 which is
substantially less than that of the brute force approach which has around 1:0710301
time complexity.
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Chapter 5
DAYLIGHT HARVESTING APPROACH
In Chapter 4, we described the strategy for articial lighting control without
ambient daylight involved(e.g. during the night). In this chapter, we present an
approach for lighting control during the day when daylight is also present.
5.1 Introduction
Work environments (and homes) benet from having even and adequate lighting
in spaces that are occupied. Lighting control in large buildings can be challenging to
automate, specially as blinds and lights have to be custom programmed for building
architecture, geography, weather conditions, seasons and so on. This chapter presents
an approach to self learning, adaptive lighting control that is not preprogrammed or
having a-priori information about the building. Further, such systems can save energy
by reducing the use of articial lighting during daytime hours and unoccupied spaces.
Integrating daylight and articial lighting in an automated system can be chal-
lenging. Natural lighting is not stable, even at a xed location; sunlight's impact
varies during times of a day, weather changes, seasons and so on. Our system har-
vests daylight and then lls in the deciencies using articial lights, with attention
to providing even lighting and avoiding light that is too bright (or has glare).
A complete lighting control system contains two interacting modules: daylight
control module and articial lighting control module. The aims of these two modules
are dierent. Daylight control module is mainly used for reducing energy costs while
articial lighting control module is good for providing a more comfortable working en-
vironment. Automating and balancing the lighting control system such that uniform
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and stable lighting is maintained at occupied locations while energy consumption is
kept as low as possible turns out to be a hard problem.
A Wireless Sensor Network(WSN)-based lighting control system is introduced in
this chapter. We use static lights that can be turned on/o by the system and venetian
blinds on windows, whose angles can be set by the system. The control system is not
custom programmed for the environment, i.e. it does not know which light switch
controls which light, which blind setting aects which window or even the physical
location of rooms and walls. Thus, the system is self calibrating, and adaptive to
changes in outside lighting, weather, seasons and so on.
The formal model of the problem leads to non-linear integer programming and
proves to be NP-Hard. We use a heuristic lighting control algorithm and show that it
solves the problem well and eciently (and is competitive with the optimal solution).
5.2 Formal Model
In this model, we have a set of switches that control arbitrary lights (one per
switch) and a set of blind control switches (each sets angle of one blind)and a set
of light sensors. We have established that illumination is additive in the previous
chapter, that is, the impact of two light bulbs is the sum of the impact of each at a
xed point.
In addition to the assumptions made in Chapter 4, n0 blind switches are added
into the environment. As before, the physical locations of lights, blinds, sensors and
their correlations are initially unknown to the control system.
The ultimate task is to compute the positions of switches (lights and blinds). Let
x = hx1; :::; xni denote the assignment for light switches where xi 2 f0; 1g and 0
denotes o and 1 denotes on, b = hb1; :::; bn0 i denote the assignment for automatic
blinds where each blind has nite settings and 0 denotes fully o, i.e., let B to be the
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set of discrete blind settings, then bi 2 B and bi = 0 indicates blind i is fully o.
The goal is to optimize the energy E(x; b) and the comfort C(x; b). Modifying
equation 4.3 by including the factor b, the problem can be stated as:
minimize
x;b
h(L1(x; b); :::; Lm(x; b))i
subject to min  Lj(x; b)  max; j = 1; :::;m
E(x; b)  
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
bi 2 B; i = 1; :::; n0
(5.1)
In Chapter 4, we show sensor readings are additive(equation 4.4), i.e. let Impactij
denote the impact of light i on sensor j when only light i is on, and Impactbkkj be the
impact of daylight on sensor j when only blind k is on and set to a particular setting
bk.
Then we have
Lj(x; b) =
nX
i=1
Impactij  xi +
n
0X
k=1
Impactbkkj  f(bk)
f(bk) =
8><>: 1 bk 6= 00 bk = 0
(5.2)
Note that for a specic light i, Impactij( 0;2 Z) is always a constant. For a
specic short time period and a xed blind setting, we assume Impactbkkj( 0;2 Z)
also to be a constant.
Equation 4.6 gave a general denition of nonlinear integer programming problem.
In equation 5.1, let g1(x; b) = Lj(x; b)   max; g2(x; b) = E(x; b)   ; h1(x; b; y) =
Lj(x; b) min  y = 0; y  0; y 2 Z. It can be transformed to:
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minimize
x;b
h(L1(x; b); :::; Lm(x; b))i
subject to g1(x; b)  0
g2(x; b)  0
h1(x; b; y) = 0
xi 2 f0; 1g; i = 1; :::; n
bi 2 B; i = 1; :::; n0
y  0; y 2 Z
(5.3)
Equation 5.3 which is the equivalent version of equation 5.1, satises the for-
mat of equation 4.6 where the objective function and partial constrains(g1(x; b) and
h1(x; b; y)) are nonlinear. Thus, this problem is also nonlinear integer programming
problem. According to [24], it is NP-hard. Therefore, any polynomial time computed
solution would be an approximation. To nd the best setting, a naive approach is
to try all 2n+n
0
positions for n + n0 switches, which is unacceptable due to the time
complexity limitation. Therefore, we propose a heuristic algorithm for computing an
approximate optimal combination of blind and light settings. Conceptually, for better
saving energy, during the day, daylight will be considered rst to provide illuminance.
Articial lights will be used to provide uniformity and to compensate the lighting
when necessary.
5.3 Control Approaches
5.3.1 Calibration
In Chapter 4, we described the calibration procedure for articial lights. The
calibration of the blinds follow a similar method and is outlined below. While there
is no daylight, articial lights are calibrated by turning on one switch at a time and
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noting the sensor readings or sensors where this light has impact. From this data,
we compute sub-spaces (or rooms where each light is located). From the impact
measures, we are then, able to heuristically decide which light switches should be on
for the lighting to be even, even when there is daylighting.
In this section, we describe the calibration steps for electrical blinds, which is used
to calculate Impactbiij(a.k.a. blind i's impact on sensor j at angle bi). We assume
there is no other lighting source involved except daylight at this stage. Specically,
we suppose that there are n0 blinds in an area, each blind has k settings. The process
of calibration involves:
1. Close all blinds and check existing values on each sensor
2. Open one blind up to a particular angle at a time
3. Calculate the blind's impact on each sensor(sensor value - existing value)
4. Repeat step 2 n0  k times until all settings are counted
It is clear that the above calibration steps run in linear time(O(kn0)) and the
space complexity is (O(kmn0)). Compared to the exhaustive search solution which
runs and records all the combinations of blind settings(complexity is O(kn
0
)), our
calibration largely saves both time and space complexities. All impact data will be
stored in database for further processing.
5.3.2 System Control Workow
The goal is to compute desired blind and light settings for a time point T . The
proposed lighting control approach contains three main stages: blind prediction stage,
blind adjustment stage and articial lighting control stage. Blind prediction will
be initiated rst in order to compute predicted blind settings based on predicted
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calibration datasets. Predicted settings will be passed to the blind adjustment stage
for adjusting electrical blinds in real time. Articial lighting will be used when inside
lighting level is either not sucient or not distributed evenly.
The system relies on the calibration datasets stored in database. Those datasets
will be transfered into data collection and modeling server for further processing. This
server does some preliminary work, for example, classcation. In current stage, we
assume that the historic data used for blind settings computation at particular day has
to be picked up from the category of that day. For example, computations in sunny
days use the historic data from sunny days. To build a more precise computational
model, the system also collects some conditions from the outside world such as comfort
conditions. New generated results(settings) to be stored in a database, are collected
by the system itself for better learning scale factors and creating predicted datasets.
The system therefore can be viewed as a learning-based closed-loop control system,
which will become more robust and precise when the dataset gets larger.
Figure 5.1 reects the system control workow. Detailed methodologies operated
at three main stages are discussed below.
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Figure 5.1: System Control Workow
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5.3.3 Blind-Prediction
Blind prediction relies on the predicted calibration datasets generated by data col-
lection and modeling part. It applies a scale factor(oset) onto the historic calibrated
data for similar days and produces the one for blind prediction use.
Count the minimum number of blinds needed to be turned on
suppose C = fCbii g; i 2 [1; n0] where
bi = argmax
x2B
Cxi
Cxi =
mX
j=1
Impactxij  f(x)
(5.4)
To reach this goal, simply nd minimum number of elements in the sorted array
C such that sum of them are greater or equal than lowerbound(mmin).
Base-level candidates are computed
From step 1, it is known that at least w blinds are needed. Therefore, each base-level
candidate setting should have at least w elements selected to be turned on, and the
total contribution on sensors under each candidate should be greater or equal than
lowerbound value. To solve the problem, it needs w iterations. At each iteration, an
unselected blind is picked up whose setting(i; bi) is generated based on:
Cbii >=
lowerbound  existing
w   iteration ; iteration 2 [0; w   1]
More candidates are generated from base-level ones
Adding  blinds into consideration requires an extra O(n0) time. To ensure low
response time, we set  = 2. Suppose each base-level candidate has w elements which
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have non-zero settings, there are n0 blinds in total, each blind has k settings. Then
if each candidate wants to pick up an unselected blind, there would be k(n0   w)
choices. If there are s base-level candidates, nally there would be s  k  (n0   w)
new candidates that have w+1 elements which have non-zero settings. Similarly when
another unselected blind is trying to be picked up, total number of candidates that
have w+2 elements with non-zero settings is given by: sk(n0 w)k(n0 w 1).
Thus total number of candidates would be s+ s k  (n0   w) + s k  (n0   w)
k  (n0   w   1). Note for each candidate q,
X
p2q;
Cp  upperbound(mmax) where
Cp = C
bi
i and p = (i; bi).
Standard deviation of sensor readings generated by each candidate is cal-
culated
According to equation 5.2, for each candidate c, we are able to calculate its impact
on sensor j Lj(c)(note there is no articial lighting at this point). Then it is easy
to determine the standard deviation of all sensors' readings under c. The candidate
that generates the lowest standard deviation of sensor readings would be selected as
the nal blind setting, at the blind prediction stage.
Suppose there are n0 blinds in total. Since step 1 has a time complexity O(n0),
step 2, step 3 and step 4 all have a time complexity O(n02), Blind-Prediction has a
time complexity O(n02). Compared to feedback system, our approach predicts and
nds the approximate blind settings in a very short time without having physical
blind movements, which results in more satisfactory feelings to users.
5.3.4 Blind-Adjustment
Since the calibration data used in the prediction stage is predicted based on his-
torical data, there exists errors at the prediction stage. The adjustment step is added
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into the control plan to reduce the oset in real time. To minimally reduce the num-
ber of blind movements, each blind(if selected) will be adjusted towards maximum
impact angle(when lighting is not sucient) or minimum impact angle(when lighting
is beyond expectation) only. Figure 5.2 is the ow diagram for blind adjustment.
Predicted calibration datasets are rst updated based on the computed impact fac-
tor. Adjustment cycles will be continued until the lighting level is satised. At each
cycle, values are selected accordingly based on lighting conditions.
Apply the factor onto 
calibration data sets
Calculate impact factor
Create lists of max diff 
and min diff
Lighting level is 
satistied
Lighting is 
insufficient
Choose values from max 
diff list
Choose values from min 
diff list
Done
Yes
Yes
No
No
Figure 5.2: Flow Diagram for Blind Adjustment
Algorithm 2 describes the steps of blind adjustment in detail. Specially, setting
denotes the predicted blind setting generated by blind prediction stage, lur denotes
the real sensor readings under setting, lup denotes the predicted sensor readings
under setting. With the blind-adjustment step, the system is able to adapt the envi-
ronmental changes more quickly and make corresponding adjustments more properly
compared to a pure learning system.
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Algorithm 2 Blind Adjustment
Input: setting, lur, lup
Output: new blind settings
1: scale =  (lur = lup)
2: for (i; bi) 2 setting do
3: max = maxx2B Cxi  scale;min = minx2B Cxi  scale
4: Cbii = C
bi
i  scale
5: diffmax  jCbii  maxj
6: diffmin  jCbii  minj
7: end for
8: if lur < lowerbound then
9: choose values from diffmax, sum of the values  oset
10: else
11: if lur > upperbound then
12: choose values from diffmin, sum of the values  oset
13: end if
14: end if
15: adjust blind angles based on the chosen values
5.3.5 Introducing Articial Lights into the System
The biggest advantage of involving blind control into the system is to save lighting
energy. However, articial lighting cannot be fully ignored in some circumstances.
When sunlight is not sucient, articial lighting is required to complement the inside
lighting levels. When there are variations among sensor readings, articial lighting
is needed to reduce them. According to the objective function described in section
5.2, the selection of value  introduced in equation 5.1 needs to be adjusted based on
real environments. Since computational time is important and low time complexity
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is desired,  is always set to be minimum required lighting + 2 articial lights(unless
there is a user-specic requirement), and thus the total time complexity would be no
more than O(N2)(N is number of actuators). The Chapter 4 described in detail how
to adjust articial lights to get a more even and balanced environment.
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Figure 5.3: Evaluation of System Feasibility
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5.4 Experimental Work and Simulation Results
5.4.1 Implementation Details
To demonstrate the feasibility and eectiveness of our approach, we reused the
experimental setup for articial lighting control described in Chapter 4. Specically,
a 8ft  8ft  8ft test room was instrumented with 9 lights (15W incandescent,
120V ), two automated blinds and 9 sensors connected via a WSN and actuators to a
computer. The blinds are placed on two windows and communicate with the control
server through a serial port. Detailed description of the test room can be found in
Appendix A.
5.4.2 Feasibility
The experiment is run during the day. It is meant to verify the feasibility of
our proposed lighting control algorithm. Control strategies are based on the contents
introduced in section 5.3. One special sensor is put on the window to detect the oset
(scale) between the experimental day's sunlight level and the previous days. Blinds'
impacts on sensors at previous days are stored in the database. By applying the scale
factor, a predicted calibration dataset is obtained for blind prediction. Min value is
set as 100 and the Max value as 130.
To check the dierence between our computed results and optimal ones, we rst
run our proposed method at 8 am. Then with the same congurations, we run a
brute force algorithm checking all combinations of all actuators using real data rather
than predicted ones. Sensor readings for both experiments are recorded. We repeat
this experiment at other time points like 10am, 12pm, 2pm and 4pm.
The results are shown in Figure 5.3. The results show that compared to the brute
force, the proposed approach has a similar light intensity performance and a very
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short increase on standard deviation. For example, at 8am, the settings computed by
our approach produces an average of 108 lux impact level with around 30 standard
deviation while the optimal result generates an average of 103 lux level with 20
standard deviation.
5.4.3 Adaptivity and Scalability
The work in Chapter 4 has shown that articial lighting control part satises the
adaptivity and scalability features. When either pattern changes or amount of lights
is increased, the system is still able to compute settings in a reasonable time. Now
we need to study these two features for the blind control part of the lighting control
system. To this end, we perform simulations on a more complex, synthetic setup,
with randomly generated impact values.
Suppose there are n0 blinds, n lights, m sensors, and each blind has k settings. To
match the scenario in the previous real experiment, we set n = 9, m = 9 and k = 7.
Historic calibration dataset A will be given in the following way: to each blind, every
setting's impact on a specic sensor m is randomly given an integer value from 1
to 100. The scale factor  is set to be a random decimal value from 1 to 2, which
matches the factor used in our real experiments. The real data is also derived from
the dataset A, with a scale value in the range of 1 to 2 as well. Existing illumination
level on each sensor is randomly set from 1 to 50. If blind i's total impact on sensors
is blindi, then the average impact of a blind is
n0X
i=1
blindi
k
=n0. lowerbound is selected
as n0=2  average impact, upperbound is selected as (n0=2 + 3)  average impact.
Each articial light's impact on sensor is randomly set between 1 to 100, same to the
congurations described in Chapter 4.
We performed 7 groups of simulation experiments with an increased number of
blinds. We compared the results getting from brute force with our approach. TABLE
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Table 5.1: Lighting Level Comparison between Brute Force Method and Our Pro-
posed Method(LUX)
# of Blinds Min Max Brute Force Proposed Method
8 175 306 181 294
9 191 298 260 269
10 219 350 292 236
11 229 333 309 318
12 246 369 296 340
13 277 383 298 364
14 298 426 365 403
5.1 describes the average lighting levels generated by brute force method and our
proposed method for each simulation experiment. It indicates settings computed by
our proposed lighting control algorithm can generate an illumination level that ts
into the acceptable range. Figure 5.4 shows the standard deviation and computational
time results for brute force method and our proposed method respectively. From the
results, we can see the standard deviation of the proposed method is nearly 1.5 - 2
times as compared with the optimal solutions while computational time is far less than
the latter one. Compared to the brute force, the proposed approach has much better
performance vis-a-vis computing time with a similar light intensity performance and
a reasonable increase on standard deviation. In other words, the blind control part
of the lighting control system satises the adaptivity and scalability features.
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Chapter 6
LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
6.1 Introduction
The control system has three major components: sensors, actuators, and the con-
trol module. The relevant environmental information is registered by the sensors,
passed from them to the control module, which manages the settings of the actua-
tors to maintain the sensor readings in the desired range while minimizing energy
consumption.
Sensors. Sensors, each of which has a unique identifying address, read envi-
ronmental physical data, such as lux, temperature, and humidity. The sensors are
wireless motes and are easy to install and reposition. They transmit their readings
to gateways, with the paths between them and gateways kept short for reliability
reasons. The gateways forward the data to the control module. The sensors used
are o-the-shelf items, and their optimal placement is an interesting problem, not
addressed in this dissertation.
Actuators. Actuators are relays, each of which also has a unique identifying
address, and they control lights, windows blinds, air handlers, etc. They are connected
to gateways via USB hubs using low-cost controllers. The control module identies
the type (light, heating/cooling) of each actuator based on its address.
Control Module. The control module is the heart of the system and the novel
aspect of the dissertation. The module manages the transformation of the inputs (sen-
sor readings) to the outputs (the settings of the actuators). The module has three
main tasks: calibration, adaptation, and learning. During calibration, the module
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determines the eect of each actuator setting on a set of nearby sensors. For ex-
ample, how does switching a light on/o aect the illumination reading? During
adaptation, the reverse action is performed, i.e. the system modies the setting of
actuators based on the sensors' readings, so that the new sensors' readings reect the
desired comfort level. During learning, the module improves its control algorithms
by examining historical data on prior good choices of actuator settings, given energy
consumption, occupancy variations, outside weather conditions, and manual overrides
by the occupants. Some of this data can be augmented with computer simulations.
During the initial learning phase, the system will be made to operate for some time
by cycling through each of the control outputs and noting the impact of the output
on the sensor values. In the case of daylighting, the values have to be correlated
with time of day and outside illumination. The system creates a database of these
observations. Essentially the data collection phase is to populate a history (or cal-
ibration) database that will be used to generate the knowledge base (or rule-base)
for the learning algorithm. An alternative way of populating the database is through
computer simulations.
Lighting control is the core part of our system. In this chapter, we list some
main components of our lighting control system such as WSN(Sensing Services),
SenServer(Data Processing Services), Web Server(Web Services), DBServer(Data Stor-
ing Services) and Control Server(Lighting Control Services). Figure 6.1 shows the
components of system-service framework and their relations.
6.2 WSN, DBServer and Web Server
The WSN component is made up of several wireless motes. They include lighting
sensors which provide sensing services for lighting control system. One of the motes
in WSN is chosen to be the gateway called base station which interacts between WSN
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Figure 6.1: System-Service Framework of Lighting Control System
and SenServer through serial communication. Wireless motes periodically sense light
values(raw data) and send them to base station through wireless network. Base
station will send every light value to SenServer through serial port once it receives
a value from any other mote. We use Crossbow's TelosB mote [40] in our system,
which contains a visible light sensor called Hamamatsu S1087 [12] on it. Each TelosB
mote has a unique id in the network. They build a multi-hop wireless sensor network
through Collection Tree Protocol(CTP) [22]. 2 AA Batteries are used to provide the
power for the motes, which is exible and portable. Wireless motes are kept working
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to capture lighting environment changes. DBServer is mainly used for storing data.
In the current stage of lighting control system, data is stored in text les with our self-
dened formats, which is convenient for data transmission among servers. Web Server
is developed for users to view real time light intensity results and change expected
light intensity settings. It is also good for administrators to change settings such as
mote sensing interval time via web browser.
6.3 SenServer
SenServer provides data processing services. They include collecting data from dif-
ferent components of the system, translating raw light values to lux values, detecting
light intensity changes and forwarding WSN sensing interval changes.
6.3.1 Data Collection
SenServer collects data(requests) from WSN and Web Server. Separate Java
threads are running concurrently to listen to dierent servers for data collections.
WSN periodically sends light values to SenServer. Web Server sends user requests
such as viewing light intensities to SenServer. When the system is rst started,
SenServer will also take care of the calibration steps. For articial lights, it collects
every single light setting's impact on each sensor fromWSN and stores it in DBServer.
The details of calibration for articial lights is introduced in section 4.2.1. For blinds,
it collects daylight's impact for every blind angle and stores it in DBServer as well.
6.3.2 Data Processing
Light values sent by WSN are sensed by visible light sensors which are in raw
types. Since we use lux level values to represent light intensity, raw values need to be
converted to lux values. Following formulas are used in SenServer to nish this task
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[14] [45]:
Vsensor = (RawData=4096) 1:5
I = Vsensor=100; 000
LuxV alue = 0:625 106  I  1000
(6.1)
6.3.3 Light Intensity Change Detection
There are two types of light intensity change needed to be detected by SenServer.
One is expected light intensity. Default values are pre-congured in the system. It
can be also changed by users when necessary. The other type is real light intensity
change caused by the change of lighting environment. When lighting environment
changes, SenServer will automatically detect it and send signal to Control Server if
blind or articial light settings need to be recongured.
6.3.4 WSN Sensing Interval Forwarding
Motes in WSN periodically sense light values. Sensing interval time can be
changed manually. By default, our current lighting control system sets 5 seconds
as the interval time. The system administrator has the ability to reset the sensing
interval time through the Web Server. When SenServer receives a request for chang-
ing sensing interval time from the Web Server, it will forward it to the base station of
WSN. Base station nally will forward the message to all the motes in WSN through
dissemination protocols such as DIP and Drip [27].
6.4 Control Server
The heart of lighting control system is Control Server which provides lighting
control services. Its main function is to generate a good blind and light settings to
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keep inside light intensity stable and balanced. To provide lighting control service, it
contains three main steps as shown in Figure 6.1: Calibration, Partitioning and Gener-
ating Optimal Selection. Step one calibrates the relationship between lights(daylight
for dierent blind settings and articial lights) and sensors. Step two describes a
formal mathematical model for partitioning the whole area into dierent sub-spaces.
Step three uses calibration data to calculate optimal light switch settings. During
the night, when sunlight does not exist, articial lighting control becomes the only
control needed in the system. Once getting the nal light and blind setting, control
server will send a signal to relay controller to congure articial lights(On/O) and
blinds. Control Server is manually started at rst time and then it is always turned on
to listen to SenServer. When the signal from SenServer arrives at Control Server, the
control algorithm will be triggered to congure the blind and articial light settings.
Raw Light Information
WebServer DBServerSenServer Control Server WSN
Expected Light Intensity
Real Light Intensity
Calibration Data
Lux Level Intensity
Calibration Data
Optimal Settings
Mote's Sensing Interval
Expected Sensing Interval
User
Admin
Expected Light Intensity
Sensing Interval
Expected Artificial Light Lux Level
Illumination Level
Figure 6.2: System Workow
6.5 System Workow
Figure 6.2 shows the workow of the entire system. Users are interacting with
Web Server. They can submit a request to Web Server to reset the expected light
intensity range. Administrator can change motes' sensing interval time by submitting
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a request to Web Server. Web Server will forward all requests such as expected light
intensity change or expected sensing interval change to SenServer. SenServer will
process these requests and forward them to corresponding places. For example, it will
forward expected light intensity change information to Control Server, and forward
mote's sensing interval change information to WSN. SenServer also listens to WSN
and collects light information(raw data) including calibration data from there. The
data is analyzed in SenServer. It would be converted to lux level value and inserted
into DBServer. Real time light intensity will be forwarded from WSN to Web Server
through SenServer so that users can view light intensity results from Web pages in
real time. Control Server listens to SenServer and collects calibration data from
DBServer. When it receives a signal from SenServer, Control Server will compute the
optimal settings for blinds and articial lights and write them into DBServer.
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Chapter 7
AIR-CONDITIONING CONTROL APPROACH
7.1 Introduction
About 70% of the electricity load is consumed by commercial and residential
buildings in the US. Studies show by the year 2025, building electricity energy costs
will be over 430 billion dollars. With the rapid increase of energy costs in the building
sector, carbon dioxide(CO2) emissions are growing faster than before. The sector
contributes around 39% CO2 emissions in the US per year, more than any other
sector such as transportation, which results in threat of climate change.
Air-conditioning system is one of the largest energy consuming sector in buildings
and homes. In the year 2009, about 48% energy costs are contributed by space heating
and cooling. Most of traditional air-conditioning systems in buildings or homes are
controlled by thermostats that are manually congured either by centralized control
technicians or individual users, which need a lot of human eorts. For maintaining
user comfort levels in work places, these systems usually keep AC settings all the day,
even during the o hours when the places are not occupied, which causes a lot of
unnecessary energy consumptions. Some of thermostats in oce areas do not provide
friendly interfaces and exible functionalities for users to control. In a centralized
air-conditioning control area, users can not customize the temperature settings for a
particular place, which causes a lot of inconvenience.
Saving energy and satisfying user comforts are two main aims for air-conditioning
control systems design. For saving energy, amount of total energy costs should be
minimized during the control. For maintaining user comforts, inside room tempera-
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ture(sensed by temperature motes) should be uniform and stay in a satised range.
There always exist tradeos between these two goals. One of the popular products
in current market for smart thermostat technology is the Nest Learning Thermostat
[4]. It learns user preferences such as temperature levels during a day for about a
week and then it can automatically generate air-conditioning control plans based on
user input data. The drawback of this approach is it relies too much on user selected
data. If users randomly provide some incorrect data to the thermostat or they dis-
able it for a particular time, the eectiveness of the thermostat may drop down. [29]
proposed an approach called smart thermostat that can automatically turn on/o air
conditioning systems by sensing occupancy and sleep patterns. It can also generate
an energy ecient plan for the preheating stage by looking at system congurations
and analyzing historical occupancy patterns. One limitation of this work is it relies
on a lot of information from the equipment itself and this paper only evaluates a
single type. The scalability and adaptivity of the system need to be improved.
Although there are a lot of great improvements for smart building technologies
nowadays, current control plans for air-conditioning systems still have some drawbacks
and limitations. First, in most of the commercial buildings, one thermostat is used
for controlling multiple vents at same time. People in dierent working areas can not
customize their preferences when they have conicts on temperature settings. Second,
current air-conditioning control approaches are not good for large scale environments
where there are many standalone ACs in an area. Each AC is independently controlled
by a single switch. A subset of ACs need to be turned on according to users' preference
settings. The control plan should optimize user comfort levels without sacricing
too much energy. Last, in the current air-conditioning control system, temperature
sensors are usually built in thermostats that are put on the wall. They should be
placed at sitting areas in order to better capture surrounding temperature for users.
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In this chapter, we design an air-conditioning control system for tackling the above
challenges. Our system can be used for controlling large commercial and residential
buildings where there exist multiple ACs, control switches and temperature sensors.
The goal of the system is to optimize the user comfort levels and minimize energy
consumptions. There are two main stages in this system: predictive stage and ad-
justive stage. In the predictive stage, mathematical models are used to formalize the
problem and optimization algorithms are used to get a predicted solution. In the
adjustive stage, feedback system are designed to reduce potential errors. Our system
is good for providing ne-grained settings during precooling/preheating stage. Our
approach is adaptive, which means it can be easily applied in any type of building
environments.
7.2 Formal Model
This section describes how we use mathematical model to formulate the problem.
For simplicity, we build the model for cooling strategy of air-conditioning control.
Heating strategy can be modeled in a similar way.
In this model we have a set of on/o switches that control arbitrary n ACs (one per
switch) and a set of m temperature sensors. The sensors are connected to the control
system via a wireless sensor network and the switches are activated via actuators
connected to the system. Physical locations and correlations between them are initial
unknown to the control system.
The ultimate task is to compute the positions of switches over time, i.e. durations
for each switch to be kept on. We assume an AC will keep running until its control
switch is turned o. Let t = (t1; :::; tn)
| denote the assignment for AC switches where
ti  0 and it denotes switch i is kept on for ti time units.
The goal is to optimize the energy E(t) and the comfort C(t). E(t) is the total
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energy consumptions in the control period. We assume the power of each AC is
constant during the control period. Let w = (w1; :::; wn)
| denote the electric power
for each AC. Then E(t) = w|  t. For C(t), it is satised when all sensor values
approach their target values and stay in a satised range. Let e = he1; :::; emi denote
all sensor readings. Each sensor has a target value to be reached, for example, sensor
j's target value is tari. Let tar = htar1; :::; tarmi denote all target values. They can
be set either by users or default standard values. Hence the problem can be stated
as:
minimize
t
hw|  t; ke  tark22i
subject to min  ej  max; j = 1; :::;m
0  ti  tmax; i = 1; :::; n
(7.1)
By applying the -constraint method [34] designed for solving multi-objective op-
timization problems, the new objective function can be dened as:
minimize
t
ke  tark22
subject to min  ej  max; j = 1; :::;m
w|  t  
0  ti  tmax; i = 1; :::; n
(7.2)
We assume that the impact of ACs on sensors(number of sensor values decrease)
over a short time period is additive, i.e., the impact of two ACs over a short time
period on one sensor(total number of sensor values decrease during the period) is the
sum of the individual impact for each AC. Since the time period is considered to be
small for solving the above equation, the relationship between time and temperature
can be learnt using linear regression model, which will be discussed in the next section.
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7.3 Control Approaches
There are two main stages for solving the air-conditioning problem. The rst
stage is called predictive stage that happens before the room is occupied, which is
used for predicting an approximate setting for air-conditioning control. The second
stage is called adjustive stage that happens after room is occupant. It is used for
eliminating the potential osets from the predictive stage and providing ne-grained
air-conditioning control for maintaining user comfort levels. In order to achieve max
electricity savings, we decide to turn o all ACs when the controlled area is not
occupied, and pre-cool the area in advance before users enter the space. By default
we assume we have a list of occupancy schedules. The schedule can be updated by
users in real time, for example, a user can send a notication at any time telling the
system when he expects to get back.
7.3.1 Predicting AC Impacts on Sensors Over time
In the cooling stage, an AC continuously provides cooling air to reduce the in-
side temperature levels until it is turned o. Since the relationship between time
and temperature in each cycle is investigated over a short time period, up to an up-
perbound tmax, a linear regression model can be identied with a high coecient of
determination [50]. It is dened in the form of:
T = k  t+ b
where t stands for interval time and T stands for temperature level. In order
to learn k and b, some experimental data points should be pre-collected. These
coecients should be updated when environment changes such as building patterns
or weather conditions. There are multiple ACs and multiple sensors in the system.
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For each sensor, every AC has an impact factor on it, i.e. a pair of (k; b). Since sensor
readings are additive, to a particular sensor j, its reading ej after an operation of n
ACs on a vector t time is:
ej = sj  m|j  t (7.3)
where sj stands for the initial sensor j's value and
mj =
0BBBBBBB@
k1j
k2j
...
knj
1CCCCCCCA
t =
0BBBBBBB@
t1
t2
...
tn
1CCCCCCCA
sj can be collected from the calibration step and mj can be calculated based on
linear regression model.
7.3.2 Calibrating and Calculating Impact Factor
In the last section, we discussed how we use a linear regression model to learn the
relationship between time and temperature. Note that this model is eective when
time vector is small. Assume all ACs are o at the beginning. Calibration steps
involve the following:
 Turn on one AC at a time for a period of time t, record the temperature changes
on every sensor. Selection of t should be reasonable, so that a range from
initial temperature to the target temperature can be covered for each sensor, if
applicable.
 Analyze the collected data using linear regression model. Perform linear regres-
sion analysis for dierent period of time, if necessary. Thus, a impact factor kij
might have dierent values for dierent periods of time.
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 Repeat step 1 n times until all ACs are counted. For each sensor j, a vector
mj is created. If more than one kij exist, then for each period of time, a mj is
recorded.
In each AC operation cycle, either the predictive stage or the adjustive stage, only
one mj can be used for sensor j. The selection of mj is decided by the initial sensor
value on j. Each AC is assigned an upperbound value for its operational time during
every cycle, formulated as 0  ti  tmax. Value of tmax is associated with value of
kij. For each AC i, from time 0 to time tmax, its impact factor on every sensor j kij
should remain the same.
Ideally, impact factors and room initial temperatures should be updated frequently
to ensure the accuracy of the computation. However, in some cases, these values re-
main the same in a period of time. Thus in order to increase the eciency, these values
don't have to be re-calibrated or updated if the change doesn't exceed a threshold.
The threshold value can be set based on local environments.
7.3.3 Solving the Equations to Compute Approximate AC Settings
The result of equation 7.2 is a time vector t that indicates the working time interval
for every AC in the room. The upperbound value tmax for each ti in vector t can be
dierent. The largest value among all values of tmax is assigned to q. If users return
at time p, then the system will start calculating t from time p   q in order to cool
the room at time p. After time p, the system will go to the adjustive stage until the
room is unoccupied again.
Applying equation 7.3 to equation 7.2, we get:
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minimize
t
mX
j=1
(m|j  t  xj)2
subject to sj  max  m|j  t  sj  min; j = 1; :::;m
w|  t  
0  ti  tmax; i = 1; :::; n
(7.4)
where xj = sj tarj. The objective function of equation 7.4 is a quadratic function
that can be re-written in the following form:
t|  (
mX
j=1
mj m|j )  t  2  (
mX
j=1
xj m|j )  t+
mX
j=1
x2j (7.5)
The constraints of equation 7.4 can be re-written as A  t  b where
Am;n =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
k11 k21    kn1
k12 k22    kn2
...
...
. . .
...
k1m k2m    knm
 k11  k21     kn1
 k12  k22     kn2
...
...
. . .
...
 k1m  k2m     knm
w1 w2    wn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
and
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b =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
s1  min
s2  min
...
sm  min
max  s1
max  s2
...
max  sm

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
The above transformation satises the format of quadratic programming model
[32] where H = 2 
mX
j=1
mj  m|j , f| =  2 
mX
j=1
xj  m|j , lb is a vector of zeros, ub
is a vector of all tmax values. Number of elements in lb and ub is both n. Thus our
problem belongs to quadratic programming problem, which can be solved by some
existing algorithms such as interior point method. In addition, the objective function
appearing in equation 7.4 is a standard form of least-squares [15] that is convex,
therefore our problem is a convex quadratic programming problem. The result set
will be a set of global minimum.
The weight factor  (which appeared in equation 7.4) is used to balance the tradeo
between saving energy and maintaining user comforts. The assignment of  will
signicantly aect the nal result, therefore, it should stay in a reasonable range. In
order to rationally set , we rst study the approximate minimum value of , i.e.,
  min, by solving the following equation:
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minimize
t
w|  t
subject to A0  t  b0
0  ti  tmax; i = 1; :::; n
(7.6)
where A0 and b0 can be obtained from A and b by removing their last rows(w|
and ) respectively. This equation is simpler than the previous one since we remove
an optimized variable(approaching all sensor values to the targets) from the original
equation. In other words, compared to the original problem, in this equation, we
focus on minimizing the energy usage only, with all sensor readings requiring to stay
within an accepted range. This equation satises the form of linear programming
model, which can be solved by existing algorithms such as interior point or simplex
algorithm. The value of  can be set as min + a reasonable threshold that is assigned
according to the real environments.
7.3.4 Adjusting AC Settings for Maintaining User Comforts and Adapting
Environmental Changes
There might exist some errors in the predictive stage. In order to eliminate them,
we add an adjustive stage in the system that can adjust the settings accordingly so
that the user comfort levels can be maintained. Compared to the predictive stage,
the adjustive stage has some similarities and some dierences. The similarity in both
stages rely on the proposed computational model to generate AC settings. Dierences
are:
 Unlike the predictive stage, the adjustive stage can be done repeatedly until
the controlled area is unoccupied. In other words, predictive stage is used for
precooling the area before the room is occupied. Adjustive stage needs to be
activated whenever users are in the area and comfort levels are not satised.
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 During the rst adjustive cycle, impact factor mj is selected based on initial
value on sensor j, as predictive cycle does. Afterwards, in every adjustive cycle,
the vectormj should be checked using the partial real data points collected from
sensors. If there is any change, the vector should be updated accordingly. This
update reects self-calibrating and self-learning features of the system, which
increases the accuracy of the computation.
When environment changes such as location changes or season changes, impact
factor mj need to be re-updated. Data for learning the factor need to be re-collected
from the environments, but the general approaches remain the same. For the AC
control at a particular day when calibration data for previous (similar) days have
been recorded, impact vectors should be rst chosen from similar categories and
updated accordingly in the real time, similar to the update step in the adjustive
stage. For example, we wish to predict the AC settings for today at 5pm. We rst use
yesterday's mj in the category of 5pm. After getting the results from the predictive
stage, we turn on the ACs based on the predictive settings. If in the rst 2 minutes,
we detect the impact factor varies a lot compared with yesterday's one, we will update
the mj accordingly based on today's data and recompute the settings. Thus a new
dataset of mj for today's 5pm is obtained. It will be inserted into database for future
computations. If allowed, the interval time for recalibration can be set longer for
better accuracy.
7.4 Experimental Work and Simulation Results
7.4.1 Verication of Linear Regression Model
We performed two calibration experiments in the test room(see Appendix A) with
one AC(540 watt) and one sensor in a same day at 3pm and 4pm respectively. For each
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experiment, the AC is operated continuously for about 40 minutes and temperature
changes are recorded. The calibration follows the steps described in section 7.3.2.
Figure 7.1 shows the AC impacts on the sensor at dierent time points, and their
corresponding tted lines generated by MATLAB. From the gures, following things
are observed:
 Both two gure can be divided into 2 parts. The rst part covers the tempera-
ture points from initial point to 24C. The second part covers the temperature
points from 23:5C to 19C. Both parts are tted by linear regression models
with dierent impact factors. The regressed line for the rst part has a larger
scope than the second one's.
 Figure 7.1(b) has similar slopes compared with Figure 7.1(a), for both lines.
 Two gures have similar initial sensor values. Temperature's range is approxi-
mately from 19C to 33C.
From the above ndings, we verify the accuracy of linear regression model for
learning AC's impacts on sensors during selected time intervals. The experiment also
shows the calibration data can be reused for a period of time to increase eciency.
In this experiment, during the 40-minute interval, the AC has two impact factors
on sensors. Every AC operation cycle should select appropriate impact value for
computation.
7.4.2 Real Experiments
In this section, we show how we can use the above calibration data to predict AC
settings. Suppose we want the room's temperature to be 26C at 4pm. We use the
impact vector calibrated at 3pm to predict AC settings for 4pm. Initial sensor value
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is 33C, target sensor value is 26C. Based on the initial sensor value, impact factor is
chosen to be k =  0:0286. min is 25C, max is 28C, tmax is 360 seconds. Applying
these data to equation 7.4, we get the result of t = 245 seconds. We then turn on the
AC for 245 seconds, the sensor value shows 25:8C, which closely matches the target
value we want. This experiment shows the feasibility and accuracy of our approach.
7.4.3 Simulated Experiments
The test cell experiments are limited, as the space is limited and the geometry is
rather simple. To study the adaptivity and scalability of the system we did simulations
on a more complex, synthetic setup.
We use MATLAB to simulate the real environments and solve the equation 7.4.
The optimization toolbox is called Quadratic Programming. Simulated data is given
based on real experiments, described as follows:
Assume there are 3 ACs and 2 sensors in a room. Sensors are placed at user-
sitting areas to capture inside temperature levels. Initial values(s1 and s2) are both 30.
Target values tar1 and tar2 are both 26. Therefore, x1 and x2 are both 4. min is 25 and
max is 28. w = (0:45; 0:46; 0:47)|;m1 = (0:05; 0:06; 0:07)
|;m2 = (0:05; 0:06; 0:07)
|.
Based on these settings, we can get H; f|; Am;n; b dened in section 7.3.3. These
factors are needed in the Quadratic Programming toolbox.
In equation 7.4, weight factor  aects the nal result. It represents the tradeo
between energy savings and user satisfactions. In this simulation experiment, we set
dierent values to  and hope to learn the eect of  on the nal result set. In order
to better assign the values, the approximate lowest  is learnt by solving the equation
7.6 using interior-point method. For the particular example stated above, lowest  is
14.
From the graph, we can see that when  is becoming larger, minimum value of
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the objective function is becoming smaller(sensor values are more converged to the
targets) while the energy consumption is becoming larger. This matches theoretical
analysis as well: when  is larger(more exibilities on energy consumption), user com-
forts can be better optimized(more candidates are counted), therefore sensor readings
are more converged to the target values.
We also scale our simulations and do simulated experiments on a larger number
of ACs and sensors. We set n = 100 and m = 100. Min, target and max values
of sensors do not change. Assume all ACs have same operational powers(0.46kw).
Impact vectors are randomly given on a 0.005-base increase from 0.05, for example,
if k11 = 0:05, then k21 = 0:055 and so on. To a particular AC i, kip = kiq. We run
the above set-up in MATLAB. It quickly gives us the result of MinV alue = 0(global
minimum) and Energy = 10:72. It veries the scalability of our approach.
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Figure 7.1: AC Impacts on Sensors over Time
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Chapter 8
EXTENSIONS OF THE SYSTEM
8.1 Localization
Localization is a very important extension of our system. It adds a lot of good
functionalities into the system such as manually overwrite, energy management, and
lower level illumination or temperature.
In Chapter 4, we discussed zoning/partitioning strategies. It is done before actual
lighting control. Its aim is to reduce the computational size when applicable. Rules
of zoning is based on lights' impacts on sensors. An impact that is more than a
threshold is considered as a valid impact. If a light generates a valid impact on a
sensor, we consider the light and the sensor are in a sub-space. Sub-space information
is then stored in the database.
The current partitioning plan is to divide articial lights, wireless sensors and
blinds into dierent virtual locations. From a server's perspective, each server knows
every light number and sub-space number(virtual information). When a control re-
quest is initiated, the server is able to send the commands to each corresponding light
and blind and do the adjustments. However, the zoning information is not available to
users. In other words, from a user's perspective, generally each user only knows room
numbers(physical information). Room numbers and light numbers are predened,
which are stored in the database. Each room contains a number of lights. Room
locations are physical locations, which are used for physically locating a place.
How do we automatically detect which lights are in room A? Since we state in
our system, no pattern knowledge is known at very beginning. We need to develop a
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way of knowing room information with as little eort as possible. The idea is we put
a special sensor in each room and mark the special sensor using room number. For
example, special sensor 1 is in room 1. Then we do a linear check on all lights. Turn
on one light at a time. Every time when a light is on, nd the maximum value from
all special sensor readings. If the maximum value is from special sensor x, then the
light must be in room x. Room information is nally stored in the database.
Think about a real scenario: a user sits in room A. He thinks that the lighting
level is low and wants more lighting. He sends a request to the server and asks
for it. Server receives the request from the user, but the information is dened
using physical address: room A needs more lighting. The physical address needs
to be translated into virtual address(sub-space number) so that the server can do
corresponding computations and send correct signals. Note that each light or blind
can only belong to one room or sub-space. Light numbers can be the bridge to
eliminate the gap between sub-space and room. If a room contains light l, a sub-
space will also contain light l, we say the room and the sub-space are matched.
Typically there are two situations. One situation is when a virtual sub-space
is bigger than a physical room(Figure 8.1(b)). This usually happens when physical
rooms are small such as cubical area so that lights in dierent rooms have correlations.
In this case, a request from a user specifying which room needs more lighting can be
directly forwarded to a server. The server can check the room belonging to which
sub-space and then send commands to the sub-space to do adjustments. Take Figure
8.1(b) as an example. A user sits in room 1. He wants more lighting and thus submits
a request to Server. Since room 1 belongs to sub-space 1, server knows that sensors
in sub-space 1 need more values. Then it runs to generate a new light setting to reach
the goal. Note if there is no any additional request, lux level in room 2 should remain
the same. Our algorithm works for this situation.
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1 2 3
4 5 6
Room 1
Sub-Space 1 Sub-Space 2
(a) A Room Contains Multiple Sub-Spaces
1 2 3
4 5 6
Sub-Space 1
Room1 Room2
(b) A Sub-Space Contains Multiple Rooms
Figure 8.1: Dierent Patterns for Localization Problem
The other situation is a physical room contains more than one sub-space(Figure
8.1(a)). This usually happens when physical areas are very large. When a user in
room 1 wants more lighting, how can the system know if the user is in sub-space 1 or
sub-space 2? Without this knowledge, the server cannot send the correct signals. One
of the solution to this case is to simply add some lighting to both sub-spaces. This is
the easiest way to implement, but it will cause some collision problems. For example,
another person sitting in room 2 wants less lighting. In order to solve this issue, we
need to determine which sub-space the user occupies. We propose two options for
this.
 Option 1: In current room patterns, we place a button or wall switch in each
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sub-space. When a user wants to submit a new request, he/she can simply press
the nearest button or switch to tell the system which sub-space he/she is in.
If the button is in sub-space 1, user must be in sub-space 1 as well. By this
way, servers can easily know a user is in which sub-space. It needs some extra
actions from users, but stable, reliable, and easy to implement.
 Option 2: User sends a request to server through a personal computer or mobile
device. The device sends a message to all motes in the area and waits for the
response. The sensor closer to the user will response quicker. Through this
way, we can know which sensor is closet to the user. The sensor and user
should be in same sub-space. This approach is good for users since we can
automatically detect user locations without extra information or user eorts.
Compared to option 1, it is harder to implement since it involves with some
technical issues such as protocol selection and wireless transmission. Special
sensors, for example blue-tooth embedded mote may be needed to implementing
the task.
8.2 Fault Detection and Management
The control system algorithms needs to be robust since sensors, actuators, lights
or other physical equipment can fail. A light bulb or light switch failure will cause
the readings not to correlate with values expected by the algorithms, resulting in
undened situations. We ought to incorporate failure detection and failure tolerance
extensions to our control system.
When the control system computes the position of a set of switches, it predicts
resulting light values. After turning actuators on or o, the actual value observed
is checked against historical data and if there is a deviation it indicates a failure of
some component in the chain.
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Sensor failures. Sensor failures can be due to either the mote program not
working, or to communication failure or to faulty sensor reading. The mote program
uses a heartbeat algorithm to keep the control program aware of its functionality
and hence any failure is easily detected. If the reading is incorrect (e.g. sensor got
covered) this would be detected as a sensor reading not correlating with its neighbors
in a predictable fashion. This situation may or may not be distinguishable from light
bulb or switch failure.
Light failures. A light bulb or light switch can malfunction and remain o or
on when its state is changed. To detect this situation we rst note that a set of
sensors related to a light is reading values that are not consistent with predicted (or
historical) values. We then identify one or more lights that control the sensor readings
and power cycle them. No change of readings when a light is power cycled implies
light failure.
Fault Tolerance. The corrective action for failures depends on whether we sus-
pect a sensor or light to have failed. If a sensor has failed we eliminate the sensor
from the database and use the other sensor readings in our control algorithm. If a
light has failed, we remove this light from the controllable set and only control the
remaining lights. The failure tolerance strategy needs further experimental evalua-
tion. Failure of HVAC systems may need preset fallback congurations and heuristic
manual overrides.
8.3 Sensor Placement
Sensors are very important to our lighting control systems because the design
of the lighting control algorithm relies on the calibration data that is captured by
wireless sensors. When the number of sensors is low, the total energy consumptions
would be low. Therefore, it is always advisable to have a minimum number of sensors
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in an area to in order to achieve energy eciency. But the sensor placement should
follow some basic rules to ensure sensor readings accurate and data transmissions
eective. For example, to accurately capture lighting distributions in a room, sensors
should be distributed evenly so that they can take care of all areas. If two sensors
have similar illumination level readings, one of them might be removed due to the
redundancy. If sensors are not placed correctly, the accuracy of the lighting control
algorithm might be aected. For example, if sensor spatial density is high, then the
control system might make illumination level at that place very high while other
places may be dark.
In addition, since sensors are formed into a wireless sensor network(WSN) for
data transmission and communication, sensor placement will have an very impor-
tant impact on eectiveness of WSN communications. For example, Collection Tree
Protocol(CTP) is a tree-based protocol used in our lighting control system for WSN
network layer data transmissions. If sensors are well placed, the formation of the
collection tree would be easier and quicker, which will improve the performance of
WSN. On the other hand, if sensors are not distributed in a very good pattern, data
transmissions may take longer time, thus they would consume more battery power.
Moreover, a good number of sensors selection and placement will have a better fault
tolerance property, i.e. high resilience to sensor failures. For example, if a sensor
has failures, it can be easily removed from the database without aecting the whole
system's eectiveness.
8.4 Distributed control
The control algorithm and computer control hardware, as described in the dis-
sertation, are physically centralized. In large buildings this would not be desirable.
Separating the control system into oors or other logical units will isolate faults and
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cause fewer bottlenecks. Our system is amenable to distributed control strategies,
including backup control computers for fault tolerance. The techniques used for such
systems include partitioned databases, coordinated control systems, replicated data
management and networked database systems. Designing software for distributed
control is orthogonal to our work and is left for future research.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Lighting Control Module
To enable automated lighting control, under varying conditions of occupancy,
weather, seasons and other lighting inuences, it is essential to have a complete system
that is eective and adaptive. Such a system must be deployable in a simple, cost
eective manner without the need for customization and reprogramming as conditions
change. It also needs to monitor a comfortable environment with energy eciency as
a goal. This dissertation presents such a complete core system that contains both a
daylight harvesting module and an articial lighting control module. It also evaluated
the feasibility and eectiveness in both experimental and simulated scenarios. The
underlying system can be deployed in buildings and homes without excessive costs.
The lighting control problem is formalized using a non-linear integer programming
model, which is NP-hard. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the problem
allowing approximate optimal solutions to be computed.
Future improvements to the lighting control system include the investigation of
data classication, sensor placement and scale factor learning. Current data classi-
cation only consider seasons (such as summer or winter) or weather (such as sunny
or cloudy) conditions. More conditions such as daylight illumination level, geograph-
ical information need to be considered for better classication. With the use of the
system, more data will be collected in the database. Such data can be used to better
predict the scale factors. The results can then be applied into the current system
control plan. With larger datasets, the system will become more robust and precise.
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We also plan to extend the approach and further improve our system's eectiveness
and accuracy. Although the brute force method can't be applied into the system
directly due to the larger computing time issue, it still has some advantages that
might be worth addding into the system because its results are must optimal. One
idea is to combine our current work with brute force method. Our current work can
be used during the initial conguration step to quickly generate an accepted light
setting at very beginning. The brute force method can then help us revise the results
in the backend at the second step. Good results can be also stored into database for
future usage like generating learning patterns.
9.2 Air-Conditioning Control Module
To enable automated temperature control in a multi-AC environment, under vary-
ing conditions of occupancy, weather, seasons and other inuences it is essential to
have a robust air-conditioning control system that is eective and adaptive. Such a
system must be deployable in a simple, cost eective manner without the need for
customizations and reprogramming as conditions change. It also needs to maintain a
comfortable environments with energy savings as a goal. This dissertation presents
such a complete core system that can pre-cool the room before users come back and
maintain the comfort levels with a relative small energy cost. It also clearly shows how
the control problem can be written in convex quadratic programming form, which is
guaranteed to get global minimum values. Impact factors of AC on sensors are learnt
using linear regression model. Results have been validated in both experimental and
simulated scenarios, which shows the feasibility and eectiveness of our system.
Our current air-conditioning control system only considers temperature value as
the main target for maintaining user comfort levels. Other factors such as humidity,
air ow, etc might aect the user comforts as well. These factors should be added
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into the system for computation in future. Appropriate models need to be selected
for solving the new problem. In this dissertation, we assume that the occupancy
schedules are known. These are used for the pre-cooling stage. This information
needs to be further studied in future to increase the accuracy of our system control.
With the use of the system, more data will be collected in the database. These data
can be used to better predict the impact factors. The results will be applied into the
current system control plan. When dataset is made larger, the system will become
more robust and precise.
9.3 Diverse Applications
The control algorithms for the sensor-actuator networks we propose are not limited
to building applications. There are many cyber-physical applications that would
directly benet from our research approach. For example, irrigation systems have to
optimize water consumption as well as maintain soil humidity over various weather
situations. Sensors would be used to measure soil conditions, and actuators would
control water ow via various irrigation devices and channels. Our approach can be
adapted to such control situations. Further applications of the proposed technology
can include control of euent discharge systems, trac management systems, and
transportation systems.
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APPENDIX A
TEST ROOM DESCRIPTION
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The \real life" experiments are conducted in a test room (of size 8 ft  8ft  8ft)
built on the roof of design building north at Arizona State University(Tempe, AZ),
rotatable in azimuth direction. The test room has a wooden structure and there are
total of 7 windows(21 inches  32 inches) on the walls of 4 directions. Figure A.1(a)
shows the view of the test room from outside and the detailed specication of the
test room can be found in Figure A.2(b) [26].
(a) View of the Test Room (b) Design of the Test Room
Figure A.1: The Test Room
The test room contains internal lighting, automated blinds and air-conditioning.
The test room is equipped with sensors (wireless motes), a gateway computer system
with wireless connection to the campus network, actuators and lights. Figure A.2
[26] shows partial view of the test room from inside, including motes, lights, blinds
and gateway computer. Motes are attached with numbers for identication in the
gateway. For example, in Figure A.2(a), motes on the ground from left to right are
assigned with xed numbers from 0 to 2, as shown in the white paper for reference.
(a) Motes (b) Lights, Blinds and Gateway
Figure A.2: Setup Inside the Test Room
Figure A.3 describes the specications for TelosB motes(Figure A.3(a)) [9] and
smart blind controller(Figure A.3(b)) [7] respectively. Motes are used for measuring
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the physical data such as illumination level or temperature level. All the data will be
forwarded to a base station and the base station will nally send it to the gateway
computer for further analysis. Programs running on a mote are written in NesC
language under TinyOS environment.
(a) TelosB Mote (b) Smart Blind
Figure A.3: Specications
Blinds are controlled by the smart blind controller that listens to the gateway
computer through a serial port for the corresponding signal(slave commands). The
parameters are 1200 baud N, 8, 1. Each blind can be adjusted from 0 (fully o) to 90
(fully on). Table A.1 lists some position data and corresponding slave commands for
blind control. For example, if we want to move blind 'u' slowly to position 30-degree
open, command will be \!u94". If we want to move blind 'u' quickly to position
60-degree open, command will be \!U6A". Blind control programs are written in
Java.
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Table A.1: Position Data and Corresponding Slave Commands
Degrees % Closed Position Hex
0 0.0 41
10 17.4 4E
20 34.2 5C
30 50.0 6A
40 64.3 78
50 76.6 86
60 86.6 94
70 94.0 A2
80 98.5 B0
90 100 BD
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